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ANTICHAINS AND PRODUCTS IN PARTIALLY

ORDERED SPACESC1)

BY

E. D. TYMCHATYN

1. Introduction. By a partially ordered space X we mean a Hausdorff space X

with a partial order which is closed when regarded as a subset of Xx X. In this

paper X will denote a compact partially ordered space. The symbol 2X will denote

the space of compact subsets of X with the finite topology [3], This topology has

as a basis all finite tuples < Vit..., Kn> where each V, is an open subset of X. A

closed subset A of X is in < Vx,..., Kn> if A meets V{ for each i and if A <= Vx u ■ • •

u Vn. The space 2X is compact and Hausdorff. If X is metric then 2X is metric and

the finite topology on 2X is the topology induced by the Hausdorff metric.

For each xe Xwe let

L(x) = {yeX\yúx},       M(x) = {y e X\ x ï y}

and r(;c)=Z.(;t) u M(x). If A<= X we let L(A) = \J{L(x) \xeA). We define M(A)

and T(A) similarly. We let L={x e X \ L(x)={x}} and we let

M = {x e X | M(x) = {x}}.

We call L (resp. M) the set of minimal (resp. maximal) elements of X.

A chain is a totally ordered set. An order arc is a compact and connected chain.

It is easy to check that a nondegenerate and separable order arc is homeomorphic

to the unit interval. An antichain is a totally unordered set. It is known [5] that

each chain is contained in a maximal chain. Each maximal chain is a closed set

which meets both L and M. Thus L and M are maximal antichains.

Let A" be a compact metric partially ordered space such that for each x e X

Y(x) is connected. We prove that the family of compact maximal antichains of X

covers X if and only if L and M are closed. The family of compact maximal anti-

chains of X admits the structure of a topological lattice. If L and M are closed

and the maximal chains of X are pairwise disjoint order arcs we prove that X is

homeomorphic to M x [0, 1 ] (the Cartesian product). We study the role of those

partially ordered spaces in which the maximal chains are pairwise disjoint. In §5

we use these results to get a characterization of the 2-cell.

We shall need the following theorem which is due to R. J. Koch. This theorem

also appears in [6].
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Theorem 1.1 (Koch). If X is a compact partially ordered space such that L is

closed and for each x e X, L(x) is connected, then each maximal order arc in X

meets L.

Definition 1.2. If A' is a compact partially ordered space let Jt(X) denote the

set of those order arcs in X which meet both L and M. We consider Jl(X) as a

subspace of 2X.

The next three lemmas appear in [7].

Lemma 1.3. If X is a compact partially ordered space then the family of compact

chains of X is a compact subset of 2X.

Lemma 1.4. Let X be a compact partially ordered space. If there exists a family if

of maximal chains of X such that X<=- \J <€ and *£ is a compact subset of 2X then L

and M are compact.

Lemma 1.5. If X is a compact partially ordered space such that L and M are closed

then J((X) is a compact subset of2x.

2. The product theorem. We let [0, 1] denote the unit interval with its usual

order.

Definition 2.1. If y is a compact Hausdorff space we let P( Y) denote the space

Yx [0, 1] with the product topology and with the partial order (y, a)S(x, b) if and

only if v=x and aSb. Then P(Y) is a compact partially ordered space.

Lemma 2.2. If X is a compact partially ordered space such that L is closed and

for each xe X, L(x) has a unique minimal element then L is a retract of X.

Proof. For each x e X let n(x) denote the unique minimal element of L(x).

This defines a function tt: X-+L such that tt leaves every element of L fixed.

We must show that w is continuous. Let xe X and let xf be a net converging

to x. Let 2 be a cluster point of the net 7r(x¡). Then z e L(x) since the partial order

on X is closed and z e L since L is closed. Hence z = tt(x) and tt is continuous.

Definition 2.3. A metric r for a partially ordered space X is radially convex if

xSySz implies r(x, y) + r(y, z) = r(x, z).

The basic theorem about radially convex metrics is due to J. H. Carruth [1].

Theorem 2.4. Every compact, metric, partially ordered space X admits a radially

convex metric.

Lemma 2.5. Let X be a compact partially ordered space which contains a compact

maximal ant ¡chain C.lfiT is an order arc which meets both L and M then T meets C.

Proof. Let P={x e T | x e L(C)} and let Q = {x e T \ x e M(C)}. Then P and Q

are closed. Since C is a maximal antichain P\jQ = T. Now TnL^P and

T n A/<= Q. Since T is connected P r\ Q is nonvoid. If zeP n Q then zeC since

C is an antichain.
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Theorem 2.6. Let X be a compact metric partially ordered space such that L and

M are compact subsets of X and for each xe X, T(x) is connected. Then there exists

a continuous one-to-one function f: [0, 1] —>■ 2X such that

(i) for each ae[0, 1 ] fi(a) is a compact maximal antichain of X,

(ii) ifa<b in [0, 1] thenf(a)^L(fi(b)),

(iii)fi(0)=Landf(l) = M,
(iv) X<=\J{f(a)\ae[0,l]},
(v) if M C\L is void and ifa<b in [0, 1 ] then f(a) r\ fi(b) is void.

Proof.

Case 1. Suppose M n L is void. Let Y be the compact Hausdorff space obtained

from X by pinching L and M to points [2, p. 98]. Let n be the projection of X

onto Y. Define a partial order on Y by setting xSy in Y if and only if there exist

x'e7r-1(x) and y' err-1(y) with x'Sy'- Then Y is a compact metric partially

ordered space with unique minimal element tt(L) and unique maximal element

tt(M).

By Theorem 2.4, Y admits a radially convex metric r such that r(-n{L), tt(M)) = 1.

For each a e [0, 1] let B(a) = {y e Y \ r(v{L), y) = a} and letf(a) = Tr-1(B(a)).

Since r is a radially convex metric B(a) is an antichain in Y and f(a) is an anti-

chain in X. By Koch's theorem/(a) is a maximal antichain. Since B(a) is compact

and tt is continuous, f(a)=ir'1(B(a)) is compact. Everything else is clear except

that fis continuous.

Let at) be a sequence which converges to a in [0, 1 ]. Let x,) be a sequence which

converges to x in X such that for each /', x( e/(a¡). Since tt is continuous

r(ir(x), tt(L)) = lim r(7r(X(), tt(L)) = lim a¡ = a.

Hence tt(x) e B(a) and x ef(a). Thus each cluster point in 2X of the sequence f(at))

is contained in/(ö). Let xef(a). By Koch's theorem there exists an order arc T

such that x e Fand F meets both L and M. For each i,fi(a¡) meets F by Lemma 2.5.

For each /' let yteTn f(at) and let y be a cluster point of the sequence yt). Since T

is closed .ye F. By the above argument yef(a). Since/(a) is an antichain y=x.

Thus, the sequence /(a¡)) converges to f(a) in 2X and /is continuous.

Case 2. Suppose M n L is nonvoid. Make the disjoint union of P(L) and X

into a partially ordered space by extending the partial orders on P(L) and X so

that if (n, a) e P(L) and x e X then (n, a) S x if and only if n á * in X. Form the

adjunction space X' of P(L) and A" by identifying (n, 1) with n for each neL.

The partial order onlu P(L) induces a partial order S' on X' such that (A", S')

satisfies all the hypotheses of the theorem. The set of minimal (resp. maximal)

elements of X' is L x {0} (resp. M). We may apply Case 1 to the partially ordered

space X' to obtain a continuous one-to-one function f: [0, l]->2*' such that

conditions (i)-(v) are satisfied. For each ae[0, 1] let

f(a) = {x ef'(a) u L \ x is maximal in f'(a) u L}.
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Then f"(á) is a compact maximal antichain. Using/" it is easy to define a continuous

one-to-one function/: [0, 1] -»■ 2X such that conditions (i)-(iv) are satisfied.

Corollary 2.7. Let X be a compact metric partially ordered space such that L

and M are closed subsets of X and for each xeX, T(x) is a nondegenerate order arc.

Then X is homeomorphic under an order preserving map to P(M).

Proof. Let/: [0, l]->-2* be a one-to-one continuous function such that con-

ditions (¡)-(v) of Theorem 2.6 are satisfied. Define h:P(M)-+X by letting

h(m, a) e L(m) nf(a) for each (m, a) e P(M) = M x [0, 1 ].

Let (m, a) e Mx [0, 1] and let (mx, at)) be a sequence converging to (m, a). Let z

be a cluster point of h(mt, ax)). The sequence m¡) converges to m in X. For each i

h(mh u¡) e L(mt). Since the partial order on X is closed z e L(m). Since the sequence

f(a¡) converges to f(a) in 2X, zef(a). Thus z=h(m,a) and / is continuous. By

conditions (iv), (ii) and (v) of Theorem 2.6 h is onto X, one-to-one and order

preserving. Since P(M) is compact and X is Hausdorff, h is a homeomorphism.

The hypotheses of Corollary 2.7 may be relaxed as follows:

Theorem 2.8. Let X be a compact metric partially ordered space such that for

each x e X, T(x) is a chain. If X contains a compact maximal antichain A then X

may be embedded by an order preserving map into P(A).

Proof. By Theorem 2.4 there exists a radially convex metric r for X such that

the diameter of X with respect to r is less than 1 ¡2.

Define g: X^-A by letting g(x) e T(x) n A for each xeX. By Lemma 2.2

g is a retraction of X onto A.

Define/: X-> P(A) as follows: For x e X let

f(x) = (g(x),H2+r(x,g(x)))   ifg(x) = x   and

f(x) = (g(x), 1 \2 - r(x, g(x)))   if x á g(x).

Since g is continuous and r is a metric for X, /is continuous. Because r is radially

convex / is one-to-one and order preserving. Since X is compact and P(A) is

Hausdorff,/is open.

The following theorem is the main result in this paper.

Theorem 2.9. Let X be a compact metric partially ordered space such that L and

M are closed and disjoint and for each x e X, F(x) is connected. There exists an order

preserving map g: P(J¿(X)) -> X such that

(a) for each TeJÏ(X), g maps the maximal chain {F}x[0, 1] of P(J((X))

homeomorphically onto the maximal chain T of X,

(b) for each y e [0, 1 ], g(Ji(X) x {y}) is a compact maximal antichain of X, and

(c) the function f: [0, 1]->2X defined by letting f(y) = g(^(X)x{y}) satisfies

conditions (i)-(v) of Theorem 2.6.
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Proof. Let /: [0, 1 ] -> 2X be a function which satisfies conditions (i)-(v) of

Theorem 2.6. By Lemma 1.5, Jf(X) is a compact subset of 2X. Define

g:P(J((X))^X

by letting g(T, a) be the unique element in Tr\f(a) for each (F, a) e P(^(X)).

Let (Tt, a,)) be a net in P(J((X)) which converges to (F, a) and let z be a cluster

point of the net g(Tx, ax)). Since the nets Tx) and/(a¡)) converge in 2X to F and f(a)

respectively, zeTr\f(a) and g is continuous. Everything else is now clear from

the definition of g.

We can prove analogous theorems for much more general situations.

Theorem 2.10. Let X be a compact partially ordered space and let % be a compact

family (in 2s) of closed chains of X such that X<^ (J #. Let g: Y'-> if' be a continuous

function from a compact Hausdorff space Y onto 'é'. There exists a compact partially

ordered space

Y* ={(y,z)\yeYandzeg(y))

and an order preserving map f of Y* onto X such that

(i) the maximal chains of Y* are pairwise disjoint,

(ii) Y is homeomorphic to both the set of maximal elements of Y* and to the set

of minimal elements of Y*, and

(iii) for each y e Y, f maps the maximal chain {(y, z)\ze g(y)} of Y* homeo-

morphically onto the chain g(y) in X.

Theorem 2.10 is useful where 'S can be taken to be a subset of Jt(X). \f€ has a

topological property F then one may be able to prove that Y* and hence X has

property P. Local connectedness and connectedness are two such properties. We

shall give some more detailed examples in the next section.

Proof of 2.10. Let the set YxX have the product topology and the partial order

(a, b) S (c, d) if and only if a = c and b-d. Then Yx X is a compact partially

ordered space. Let Y*={(y, z)e Yx X \ z e g(y)}.

Let (yt, z()) be a net in Y* which converges to (y, z). Then the net _y¡) converges

to y in Y and the net z¡) converges to z in X. Since g is continuous the net g(yi))

converges to g(y) in 2X. Hence z € g(y) and (y, z) e Y*. Thus Y* with the relative

topology and the partial order inherited from Y x X is a compact partially ordered

space.

The maximal chains in Y* are the sets {(y, z)\ze g(y)} where yeY. The set of

maximal elements of Y* is

{(y, z)\ y e Y and z is the maximal element of g(y)}.

Let (yt, Z()) be a net of maximal elements of Y* which converges to (y, z). As

above, the net g(yx)) converges to g(y) in 2X and the net zt) converges to z in X.

For each i, g(yi)<^L(zi). Since the partial order on X is closed g(y)<=-L(z). Since
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2 e g(y), z is the maximal element of g(y) in X. Hence, (y, z) is a maximal element

of Y* and the set of maximal elements of Y* is compact.

Define a function/: Y* -* X by letting/(j\ z) = 2 for each (j, z) e Y*. Then,/is

continuous since/is the restriction to Y* of the natural projection of Yx X onto

X. The rest is now clear.

3. /.-continuity. The partial order on Xis said to be L-continuous if the function

/: X->2X defined by/(x)=L(x) is continuous.

Lemma 3.1 (Ward [6]). If the partial order on a compact partially ordered space

X is L-continuous then L is closed.

We prove a partial converse to Lemma 3.1.

Proposition 3.2. Let X be a compact partially ordered space. If L is closed and

for each x e X, L(x) is an order arc, then the partial order on X is L-continuous.

Proof. Let x,) be a net which converges to x in X. Since 2X is compact the net

L(Xj)) has a cluster point A in 2X. Since the partial order on Xis closed A<=-L(x).

By a result in [3] A is connected. Clearly xe A. For each /', L(x¡) n L is nonvoid

and L is closed. It follows that A meets L. Since L(x) is a continuum which is

irreducible with respect to containing x and L(x) n L, A=L(x). Thus the partial

order on X is L-continuous.

Theorem 3.3. Let X be a compact partially ordered space such that for each

xe X, L(x) is a chain. Then (i) is equivalent to (ii) and(iii) implies (i):

(i) the family # of maximal chains of X is closed in 2X,

(ii) M is closed and the partial order on X is L-continuous,

(iii) the family of compact maximal antichains of X covers X.

Proof. By Lemma 1.4 and Lemma 3.1, L and M are closed if either (i) or (ii)

holds.

(i) implies (ii). Let x¡) be a net converging to x in X. For each i, let mte M n M(xt)

and let m be a cluster point of mt). Then me M n M(x). We may suppose mt)

converges to m. Since # is compact and the partial order on X is closed L(m{)

converges to L(m). Hence L(xt)) converges to L(x) and the partial order on X is

L-continuous.

(ii) implies (i). Define/: M-^ttf by letting f(m)=L(m) for each me M. Since

the partial order on X is L-continuous, / is a homeomorphism of the compact

space M onto #. Thus if is compact.

(iii) implies (i). Let Ct) be a net of members of # which converges to some

C € 2X. By Lemma 1.3, C is a chain. Let m e M such that C<^L(m) and let x e L(m).

Let /I be a compact maximal antichain which contains x. For each i, M(A) n C(

n M is nonvoid. Since L(C¡ t~\ M) = Ct is a chain C¡ n /Í is nonvoid. For each /

let öj e C¡ n ,4. Each cluster point of a¡) is in A n C. Now /Í n C^L(m) n .4.
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Since x e L(m) n A, A is an antichain and L(m) is a chain it follows that a¡) con-

verges to x. Thus L(m) = C and Ce'€. Hence # is compact.

Proposition 3.4. Let X be a compact partially ordered space such that L and M

are closed and for each x e X, Y(x) is an order arc. Define tt: X^- M by letting

tt(x) e M <~\ M(x)for each xe X. Then tt is continuous and open.

Proof. By Lemma 3.2, it is continuous.

Let xe Xand let U he a neighbourhood of x. Then (U, X} is a neighbourhood

of F(x) in 2X. By Theorem 3.2 there exists a neighbourhood V of n(x) such that

r(F)<=<[/, X). Then V n M is a neighbourhood of ir(x) in M such that V r\ M

^tt(U). Thus ir is open.

Proposition 3.5. Let X be a compact partially ordered space such that for each

xe X, F(x) is a real order arc. If L and M are compact and first countable (resp.

separable) then X is first countable (resp. separable).

Proof. Use Theorem 3.2 and a result of Nachbin [4, p. 48].

In Theorem 2.6 we gave sufficient conditions for a metric partially ordered space

to be covered by compact maximal antichains. We would like to extend this result

to nonmetric partially ordered spaces.

Problem 1. Let X be a compact partially ordered space such that L and M are

closed and for each xe X, T(x) is a nondegenerate order arc. Does each point of

X lie in a compact maximal antichain ?

Problem 2. Let A1 be a compact partially ordered space such that L and M are

compact metric spaces. Is X metric if, for each xe X, T(x) is a separable order arc ?

In view of Theorem 2.10 it suffices to consider the case where M is homeomorphic

to Cantor's ternary set.

The answer to Problem 2 is affirmative in case there exists a family & of compact

maximal antichains such that X<=- [J & and & is a compact subset of 2X. L. Mohler

and L. E. Ward, Jr. suggested the following example. It shows that the conditions

on X can not be relaxed.

Example 3.6. Let X be the set [0, 1] x [0, 1] with the topology of the comb space.

A basic open neighbourhood of (x, 0) has the form

(Ux[0, 1])\IJ ({xAxüuzS
i-i

where U is a neighbourhood of x in [0, I], xte U, 0<yt£zt£l and « is a non-

negative integer. If 0<j>^l a basic open neighbourhood of (x, y) has the form

{x} x V where F is a neighbourhood of y in [0, 1 ]. Give X the partial order (m, x)

%(n, y) if and only if m = n and rSv. Then X is a compact partially ordered space

such that L = [0, l]x{0} and M=[0, l]x{l}. Notice that A'has ail the properties

of the space in Problem 2 except that M is not closed. However, X is not separable.
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4. Compact maximal antichains. We shall define lattice operations on the space

of compact maximal antichains of a compact partially ordered space X.

Definition 4.1. A topological lattice is a Hausdorff space X with two continuous,

associative, commutative and idempotent operations v and A such that for

x,ye X, xV(yAx)=xh(yV x)=x and the conditions xAy=y and xv y = x are

equivalent.

Definition 4.2. If X is a compact partially ordered space let s#(X) denote the

space of compact maximal antichains of X with its relative topology as a subset of

2X. For C,De ssf(X) let

Cv Z) = {xeCuF>|xis maximal in C u D}

and let

Ca Z) = {xeCuD|xis minimal in C u D}.

Lemma 4.3. Let X be a compact partially ordered space. If C, D e ¿&(X) then

Cv D and C/\ D are compact antichains.

Proof. Clearly Cv D and Ca D are antichains. Let x¡) be a net in Cv D which

converges to x e X. We may suppose that for each /', x¡ e C. Since C is closed

xeC. For each /', let yte D r\ L(x¡) and let y be a cluster point of yt). Then

y e D n L(x). Since C and D are antichains x is maximal inC'O D. Thus x e Cv D

and Cv D is closed. Similarly Ca D is closed.

Lemma 4.4. Let X be a compact partially ordered space such that L and M are

closed and for each xe X, T(x) is connected. If C, D e st(X) then Cv D and C/\D

are in ¿¡?(X).

Proof. Let x e X. By Koch's theorem there exists an order arc F such that xeT

and T meets both L and M. By Lemma 2.5 there exists yeTc\C and zeT' n D.

Since F is a chain x e T(Cv D) n T(Ca D). By Lemma 4.3, Ca D and Cv D are

antichains hence CaZ) and Cv D are in ^(.Jf).

Theorem 4.5. Let X be a compact partially ordered space such that L and M are

closed and for each x e X, F(x) is connected. Then st(X) with operations A and V

is a topological lattice with minimal element L and maximal element M. If X is

metric then ¿&(X) is arcwise connected.

Proof. By Lemma 4.4 a and v are operations on s/(X). The proof that v

and A are associative operations is similar to the proof of Lemma 4.4.

Let C¡) and D¡) be nets in s#(X) which converge to C and D respectively. Let H

be a cluster point of the net C( v D¡) in 2X and let xe H. For each i let x¡ e Q v Dt

such that x¡) converges to x. Then xeCuZ). If xeCnZ) then xeCv D. If

x e D\C then eventually x¡ e A\C¡. Thus x¡ e M(Q) eventually. Since C¡) converges

to C and the partial order on X is closed x e M(C). Thus xeCv D and Ff<= Cv D.

For each ; and each maximal order arc F (C¡ v D¡) r\T is nonvoid by Lemma 2.5.

It follows that H n Fis nonvoid. Hence H is a maximal antichain. Since H<=Cv D,
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H=Cv D and V is a continuous operation on si(X). Similarly A is a continuous

operation on si(X).

If X is metric then by Theorem 2.6 there exists an arc in sí(X) which contains

the maximal and minimal elements of s2(X). It follows that s4(X) is arcwise

connected.

5. A characterization of the 2-cell.

Theorem 5.1. Let X be a nondegenerate metric partially ordered space. Suppose

there exists a map f: [0, 1 ] ->- 2X such that

(i) for each ae[0,l ], f(a) e Jf(X),

(ii) if a = b ¿ein [0, 1] then f (a) n/(c)<=/(6) and

(iii) A-clJ/ŒU]).
If X has no cutpoints then X is homeomorphic to the closed 2-cell.

Proof. It is well known (see Franklin [9]) that the relation R: [0, 1] -> ^defined

by letting R(a)=f(a) for each ae [0, 1] is upper semicontinuous. Since R(a) is

compact and connected for each a e [0, 1], X=R([0, 1]) is compact and connected

by [9].

If ae[0, 1] such that f(0)*f(a)*f(l) then f(a) separates X since f([0,a])

nf([a, l])=f(a). Since X has no cutpoints it follows that iff(a) is a point then

either/(fl)=/(0)or/(a)=/(l).

The set {f(a) | a e [0, 1]} is a compact family of maximal chains of X such that

X<^ (J {f(a) I a e [0, 1 ]}. By Lemma 1.4, L and M are compact.

Consider the function n: [0, 1] -*■ M defined by letting n(a) ef(a) r\ M for each

a e [0, 1]. Let ax) be a net in [0, 1] which converges to a. For each i, f(a,)<=-¿(irfai)).

If z is a cluster point of Tr(at)) then f(a)<=-L(z) since the partial order on X is closed.

Now Tr(a)ef(d) so n(a) e L(z). Since tt(o) e M it follows that z=n(a) and tt is

continuous. By condition (ii) of the hypotheses tt is monotone. Hence, M is either

a point or an arc. Similarly, L is either a point or an arc. Thus,/(0) u/(l) u A/ u L

is a simple closed curve.

Suppose L n M is empty. By Theorem 2.9 there exists a map g: F([0, 1]) -> X

such that for each a 6 [0, 1], g maps {a} x [0, 1] homeomorphically onto/(a).

For each xe X, g~\x) is a compact antichain. Also, for each xe X

{ae[0,l]\xef(a)}

is connected by condition (ii) of the hypotheses. It is now easy to check that g is

monotone. By a Theorem of R. L. Moore (Whyburn [8, p. 173]) Xis a 2-cell.

If L n M is nonvoid then we must go back to the methods used in Case 2 of

Theorem 2.6 to obtain a monotone map of F([0, 1 ]) onto X. The argument is

completely straightforward.

Corollary 5.2. Let X be a nondegenerate compact metric space with no cut-

points. Then X is a closed 2-cell if and only if X admits a closed partial order such

that
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(i) M is an arc,

(ii) L is closed,

(iii) for each m e M, L(m) is an order arc,

(iv) L(m) separates X for each cutpoint m of M.

Proof. The partially ordered space F([0, 1]) is a partially ordered space on the

2-cell which satisfies all the hypotheses of the theorem.

If X has a partial order satisfying the hypotheses of the theorem let n be a

homeomorphism of [0, 1] onto M and define/: [0, 1] -*■ 2X by letting f(a)=L(h(a))

for each a e [0, 1 ]. By Theorem 3.2,/is continuous. Condition (iv) of the hypotheses

implies that if aSbSc in [0, 1] then/(a) ^/(c) <=/(£>). Hence Theorem 5.1 applies.
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